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All-Sky Neutrino Spectrum & Flavors
All-sky n flux per flavor En2Fn ~ 10-8 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1 at En ~200 TeV
consistent with ne:nµ:nt ~ 1:1:1
Flavor ratio

possible structure?

- 9.5-yr upgoing nµ “track”
s=2.28+0.08-0.09
- 6-yr “shower/cascade”
s=2.53+-0.07

cutoff?

IceCube Collaboration @ Neutrino 2020
IceCube Collaboration 20 PRL
arXiv:2008.04323

Multi-Messenger Astro-Particle “Backgrounds”

gamma

neutrino

UHECR

unresolved

Energy generation rate densities of 3 messengers are all comparable
(e.g., KM & Fukugita 19 PRD)

High-Energy Neutrino Sky
upgoing tracks
starting events

consistent w. isotropic distribution/extragalactic origins

IceCube Point Source Searches
starburst galaxy/AGN

IceCube Collaboration 20 PRL

NGC 1068
TXS 0506+056 PKS 1414+240

GB6 J1542+6129

Jetted AGN (blazar)

“Catches” (~3s) exist but none have reached the discovery level

Key questions
What we know:
- En2Fn ~ 10-8 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1, Flavor ratio is consistent w. 1:1:1
- Energy budget: comparable to those of g rays & UHECRs
- A few sources w. ~3s (NGC 1068 & TXS 0506+056)
Key (astrophysical) questions we would like to reveal:
• What is the main sources of IceCube neutrinos?
• What is the connection to the sources of g rays and UHECRs?
• How does the n spectrum extend & Is there a structure?
• What is the mechanism of n production (pp or pg or…)?
• Can we expect neutrinos coinciding with gravitational waves?
• How can we use ns to probe astrophysical phenomena?
• How much is the Galactic contribution?
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High-Energy Astro-Particle “Grand-Unification”
First demonstration of the “unification” scenario with a concrete astrophysical model

UHECR

cosmogenic

Fang & KM 18 Nature Phys.

•
•
•
•

Jetted AGN as “UHECR” accelerators & galaxy clusters/groups as environments
low-energy: confinement in reservoir environments
high-energy: escaping nuclei → “hard” spectrum
Prediction: smooth transition from source neutrinos to cosmogenic neutrinos

Extremely High-Energy Neutrinos above 3 PeV
RNO-G Collaboration 2020

• Source ns can dominate over cosmogenic ns (in the mixed composition)
• Spectral extension of IceCube ns is a key: break? cutoff? hardening?
• Target sensitivity: En2Fn~3x10-9 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1 (e.g., KM & Beacom 10 PRD)

Medium-Energy Neutrinos below 30 TeV
• 10-100 TeV shower data: large fluxes of ~10-7 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1
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Fermi diffuse g-ray bkg. is violated (>3s) if n sources are g-ray transparent
→ existence of “hidden (i.e., g-ray opaque) neutrino sources”
(n data above 100 TeV can be explained by g-ray transparent sources)

Multimessenger Emission from AGN Coronae & Disks

corona/RIAF disk: hot, collisionless plasma
magnetic reconnections & turbulence
-> proton acceleration is promising

KM, Kimura & Meszaros 20 PRL
Kimura, KM & Meszaros 19 PRD
Kimura, KM & Meszaros 20

•
•

Both pp & pg interactions in coronae contribute to 10-100 TeV n emission
Intra-source g-ray cascades -> robust prediction of MeV g-ray counterparts

High-Energy Neutrinos from Nearby (Non-Jetted) AGN
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Circinus Galaxy
ESO-G001
NGC 7582
Cen A
NGC 1068
NGC 424
CGCG 164-019

NGC 1068: predicted to be a g-ray hidden, the brightest n source in the northern sky
More bright sources in the southern sky (testable w. KM3Net)
Need n detectors sensitive to 1-10 TeV ns with better angular resolutions

forthcoming evolved Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (eLISA) mission.
A solitary supermassive black hole with a jet may emit γ-rays, HEN and CRs
(panel d of the figure), as it is suspected in the case of the 2017 flaring
episode of the BL Lac-type blazar TXS 0506+056 (REFS65–68,71,72).
In general, in compact mergers, TDEs and related sources, the coproduction of CRs, HEN and high-energy γ-rays is anticipated, as the
physics of these three messengers are closely connected: shocks and
the high-energy particle acceleration lead to the interaction of highly
relativistic protons (or nuclei) with ambient gas or intense radiation fields,
resulting in neutrinos, γ-rays and electrons/positrons.

In the case of 30 M⊙ + 30 M⊙ black hole binary systems, such coalescence
events can already be observed out to ~500 Mpc distances141. However, in
the case of black hole–black hole mergers little electromagnetic (EM) flux
is expected, because the ambient matter density (protons, electrons) in the
vicinity of the binary, at the time of the merger, is typically very low. A key
exception are accreting supermassive black holes at the centres of massive
galaxies, which are expected to merge in the wake of the coalescence of
their component galaxies. These supermassive black holes mergers are
key targets for the eLISA mission, and may well exhibit accompanying EM,
CR and HEN emission173.

High-Energy Neutrino Transients: Many Targets
pointing & timing → good chance to discover n sources
a Short γ-ray burst neutron star merger

b Long γ-ray burst
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Blazar Flares: Challenges of TXS 0506+056
2014-2015 neutrino flare

2017 multimessenger flare

e Astrophysical Journal, 891:115 (16pp),
2020 March
Keivani,
KM et10al.

18 ApJ

et al.
Petropoulou, KM etPetropoulou
al. 20 ApJ
47
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Text
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8 for epoch 4.
sophisticated analysis than the one presented here.
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together with prompt gamma-ray emission outside the star,
identical to the scenario expected from classical GRBs
[29,30,57].
Another interpretation of LL GRBs which has received
attention is the shock breakout emission model, where the

ing from the jet acting as a relativistic piston. In particular,
we focus on scenarios which may produce LL GRBs.
Under the current constraints imposed by the IceCube
analyses mentioned above, such LL GRBs are attractive as
the originators of the diffuse VHE neutrino flux (i) because
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FIG. 1. Left panel: The choked jet model for jet-driven SNe. Orphan neutrinos are expected since electromagnetic emission from the
jet is hidden, and such objects may be observed as hypernovae. Middle panel: The shock breakout model for LL GRBs, where
Short GRB
jets are
embedded
in the jets.
merger
ejectaneutrino signal
transrelativistic
shocks
driven by choked
A precursor
is expected sinceGW
the gamma-ray
emission
from the shock
Promising
emitters
(~kHz)
breakout occurs significantly after the jet stalls (e.g., Ref. [26]). Right panel: The emerging jet model for GRBs and LL GRBs. Both
GRB
GRBs
neutrinos and gamma rays are produced by theUL
successful
jet, and bothLong
messengers
can be observed as prompt emission.

- Can explain the 10-100 TeV n flux
083003-2 - Testable w. stacking analyses
(currently limited by SN samples
-> improved in the LSST era)
Short GRBs (NS-NS/BH mergers)
Levan+14 ApJ
- Coincident w. aLIGO
<~1 event/yr with Gen-2
Kimura, KM+ 17 ApJL, 18 PRD, Carpio & KM 20 PRD

Neutrinos from Supermassive Black Hole Mergers
Yuan, KM, Kimura & Meszaros 20 PRD

Promising GW emitters (~10mHZ)
- Even non-spinning black holes merge
into a spinning black hole
- Post-merger jets are launched
- SMBH jets could significantly contribute
to the 10-100 PeV neutrino flux
- Coincident w. LISA events
<~ 0.1-0.2 events/yr with Gen2

“High-Energy” Neutrinos from Supernovae
- Enhanced circumstellar material: ubiquitous for supernova progenitors
- Type II: ~100-1000 events of TeV n from the next Galactic SN
ex. Betelgeuse: ~103-3x106 events, Eta Carinae: ~105-3x106 events
- Large statistics: real-time monitoring of CR acceleration & new physics tests
- Supernovae as “multi-messenger” & “multi-energy” neutrino source
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Current and Future
From Astro2020 US decadal survey (1903.04334) see also KM & Waxman 16 PRD
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- Non-detection of neutrino event clustering constrains source population
→ Rare source classes (e.g., gamma-ray bursts) should be “subdominant”
- Identifying the main sources of IceCube ns: ~0.1-0.2 deg may be necessary
but might be easier below 100 TeV or above 10 PeV

Summary
Where do high-energy neutrinos originate from?
g-ray flux ~ n flux ~ CR flux → importance of multi-messenger connections
- CR reservoirs: astro-particle unification is possible
Measuring the spectrum beyond a few PeV is a key
- New components, including CR accelerators/cosmogenic ns, may appear
The sources would be more powerful so identification may be easier
Searching for the sources of medium-energy neutrinos is relevant
- IceCube 10-100 TeV data imply the existence of hidden CR accelerators
Connection with MeV g rays and hard X rays may be a key
- Undoubtfully, searches for Galactic sources are important
Transients: unique chances -> need strategic multi-messenger searches
- TXS 0506+056 and other coincidences: need more data & theoretical studies
- GW-n coincidences: Gen2-like sensitivities would be necessary
- Supernovae: high-statistics detection is possible

